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Fast solvers for high-frequency aeroacoustics

• Ph.D. thesis co-funded by Airbus and Région Nouvelle-Aquitaine
• supervised by Guillaume Sylvand 1 and Emmanuel Agullo 2

• continuation of the thesis of Aurélien Falco [5]
• industrial context of Airbus

• study of the propagation of sound waves emitted by an aircraft
→ reduction of acoustic pollution, certification of prototypes

Figure 1: Jet flow emitted by an Airbus A319-112 at take-off (Sebaso, Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 4.0)

1Airbus Central R&T / Inria Bordeaux Sud-Ouest
2Inria Bordeaux Sud-Ouest
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Towards a numerical model

Model representing the aircraft’s surface and the emitted jet flow:

1. continuous physical model based on partial differential equations
2. discrete numerical model

• volume domain v (jet flow) discretized using Finite Elements
Method (FEM)

• surface domain s (surface of the aircraft and the volume domain)
discretized using Boundary Elements Method (BEM)

Figure 2: Example of a FEM/BEM discrete model. The red mesh corresponds to the BEM discretization and the
green mesh to the FEM discretization. 2



FEM/BEM coupling

A global linear system coupling the unknowns associated with the
formulation of both FEM and BEM:

Avv Avs

Asv Ass

  ×
xv
xs

[ ]
=

bv

bs

 
• symmetric coefficient matrices composed of:

• sparse parts - volume domain v

discretization with FEM (Avv ),
surface/volume domain interaction (Avs , Asv )

• a dense part - surface domain s

discretization with BEM (Ass)

• target size:
• xv ≈ 109 unknowns, xs ≈ 106 unknowns

• direct solution using Schur complement [6]
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Direct solution

Schur complement

• reduce the problem on boundaries → simplify the system to solve

R1

R2

Avv Avs

Asv Ass

  ×
xv
xs

[ ]
=

bv

bs

 
Main solution steps

1. eliminate xv from the second equation → Schur complement SR1 Avv Avs

R2←R2−AsvA
−1
vv ×R1 0 Ass − AsvA

−1
vv Avs︸ ︷︷ ︸

S

×[xv
xs

]
=

[
bv

bs − AsvA
−1
vv bv

]

2. solve the reduced Schur complement system
(Ass − AsvA

−1
vv Avs)︸ ︷︷ ︸

S

xs = bs − AsvA
−1
vv bv

3. determine xv using xs
xv = A−1

vv (bv − Avsxs) 4



Implementation

If everything fits in memory. . .

• two-stage scheme:
• coupling of a sparse (MUMPS) and a dense solver (SPIDO, HMAT)

• benefit from well optimized community solvers

• Schur complement API → S = Ass − AsvA
−1
vv AT

sv

Compression, larger systems?

• do not fit in memory → out-of-core
• missing support in the API

• adapt the two-stage scheme
keep using community solvers
loose some advantages
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A two-stage implementation

Multi-solve
Si = Ass i − Asv (LvvL

T
vv )
−1AT

sv i

• 1 factorization of the green matrix (symmetric)

• plenty of solves involving the orange blocks (result is dense)

Figure 3: MUMPS/SPIDO

Figure 4: MUMPS/HMAT
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Experimental setup

Test case

• short pipe (length: 2 m, radius: 4 m)

• linear system close enough to real life models
• reproducible example for the community [1]

• volume mesh v discretized with FEM

• surface mesh s discretized with BEM

Configuration

• PlaFRIM, single miriel node (126 GiB
of RAM) at a time

• 24 OpenMP, MKL threads and StarPU
workers

• precision parameter ε set to 10−3 when
applicable

• out-of-core disabled

Figure 5: A short pipe test case counting
20,000 unknowns
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A memory-aware comparison

Figure 6:
Multi-solve
(MUMPS/SPIDO)

Figure 7:
Multi-solve
(MUMPS/HMAT)

Figure 8: Comparison between the multi-solve implementations for the MUMPS/SPIDO and
MUMPS/HMAT couplings on a coupled FEM/BEM system counting 1,000,000 unknowns
(FEM: 962,831/BEM: 37,169) for varying values of nc and nS .
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Summary

Multi-solve

• MUMPS/SPIDO (uncompressed) vs. MUMPS/HMAT (compressed)

• right amount of memory → faster execution

• low-rank compression in HMAT → lower memory footprint
• process bigger systems than MUMPS/SPIDO?

What’s next?

• extend the memory-aware study to multi-factorization, an another
two-stage implementation

• evaluate the impact of out-of-core

• scale-up the benchmarks to multiple computational nodes
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Summary

Our recent contributions to the subject

• a comparison of existing solver implementations for coupled
FEM/BEM linear systems

• research report featurig the experimental results [2]
• technical report dscribing the experimental environment and how to

reproduce the experiments [3]

• a comparison of coupled solvers for FEM/BEM linear systems
• featuring our first implementation of multi-solve for the

MUMPS/HMAT coupling
• 6 pages submitted to COMPAS 2021 [4]
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Thank you!
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